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The magazine Logiciel Chronicle '21 is the exhibit of success of the 

department of CSE. In it, is the stupendous achievement of 

students.

I very much appreciate the editorial team for their immense effort 

and dedication on bringing out their departmental magazine, 

greetings to all students and faculty.

I am very honoured to inform the CSE department to produce 

conversant as well as creative individuals to the community Abdul 

Kalam once said “creativity and imagination of the human mind 

would always be superior to any computer” so, cultivate your 

imagination.



Dr.C.SAKTHIKUMAR M.E., Ph.D., 
DIRECTOR 

Logiciel Chronicle '21  displays the calibre of the students. The 

objective of this magazine is to expose the available concealed 

talents and provide the platform to establish the literary cababilities 

of the students.

I heartily express my greeting to all authors of the articles in this 

magazine. I congratulate the team of students and faculty for their 

tireless efforts that have come to fruition in the form of magazine. I 

wish all the best for this great initiative.



Dr.MURUGAVALLI SUBRAMANIAM, M.E, Ph.D.,
Head of the Department

Computer Science and Engineering

The magazine plays an instrumental role in providing exposure to 

the students to develop written communication skills and command 

over the language. It is the step towards building professional and 

ethical attitude in them. Congratulations to the students and faculty 

associated with this departmental magazine for successfully 

publishing the new issue of logiciel chronicle '21. Logiciel chronicle 

'21 is creating platform to share knowledge, concerns and special 

insights with fellow beings.
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VISION 

To provide an academically conducive environment 

for individuals to develop as technologically superior, 

socially conscious and nationally responsible 

citizens.

MISSION

M1: To develop our department as a center of 

excellence, imparting quality education, generating 

competent and skilled manpower.

M2: To prepare our students with high degree of 

credibility, integrity, ethical standards and social 

concern.

M3: To train our students to devise and implement 

novel systems, based on Education and Research.



PEO 1: Employment/Higher studies: To impart and disseminate sound 

knowledge to the students on the fundamentals of mathematics and 

advanced fields of computer science and interrelated disciplines to solve 

simple and complex engineering problems and train them to achieve 

sustainable growth in their professional career.

PEO 2: Discipline Knowledge: To enhance the ability of students to evaluate 

the specific requirements of software industry and provide innovative 

engineering solutions and efficient product designs.

PEO 3: Individual Skills: To facilitate the students to make use of their 

technical competency to identify and develop appropriate product design, 

development, testing, maintenance, analysis of problems and provide 

corrective measures.

PEO 4:3P's -Professional, Personality and Presentation: To enable the 

students to develop strong leadership qualities with aggressive optimism, 

multidisciplinary skills, excellent communication skills and function as 

effective and reliable team members giving importance to professional and 

ethical principles.

PEO 5: Environment: To inculcate in the students to associate in social 

networking, pursue continued learning of the latest developments in 

Computer Science and involve in higher research and contribute to the 

development of software industry and related engineering fields.

Programme Educational
 Objectives (PEO)



PSO 1 (Professional Skills): To inculcate technical skills to 

analyse, design and implement software's related to algorithms, 

networking, web services, multimedia, big data analytics and 

recent topics of varying complexity. 
               
PSO 2 (Problem-Solving Skills): To develop the capability to 

comprehend and solve the interdisciplinary problems through 

appropriate technology with the understanding of contemporary 

business environment.
               
PSO 3 (Successful Career and Entrepreneurship): To develop an 

ability to utilize the latest technology and platforms to become a 

triumphant professional, successful entrepreneur and an urge for 

pursuing higher studies.

Programme Specific Outcomes (PSO)



IIC – Workshop on innovation as career opportunity on 

15/12/2020

Department Events 2020-2021

IIC – Workshop on “session on problem solving and ideation 

workshop” on 16-12-2020



Orientation session on national education policy 2020 by 

Dr.N.Pughazhendi

Kalam program for ip literacy and awareness on national 

intellectual property literacy week



IIC organizes seminar on yoga and 

stress management on  12-01-2021

Interactive mentoring session with successful 

start up founders on 22-02-2021



IIC – Talk by Dr. Anandh Deshpande on 23-04-2021

IIC organizes seminar on cyber security 

essentials on 26-02-2021



Industrial Visit

To face the software challenges students have to enhance their practical 

skills based on their theoretical aspects. For this they are taken to 

multifaceted industries for their exposure. Some of the industries visited 

during 2020-2021 are :

1. Telemedicine Centre, 8 th Floor, SRMC, SRIHER (DU) (formerly 

known as Sri Ramachandra University) Porur, CHENNAI – 600 

116, Tamil Nadu, INDIA.(VIRTUAL VISIT).

2. Kaashiv Infotech, Anna Nagar Chennai. (VIRTUAL VISIT)



Virtual Industrial Visit 
“SRMCH – Telemedicine Department”

On 22.10.2020 at 10.30 am TO 12.30 noon

The Industrial Virtual Visit for our 3rd Year CSE Students of Panimalar Engineering College were 

organized on 22.10.2020. This visit is to Telemedicine Department of SRMCH, Chennai. Totally 301 

Students were participated with 4 Staffs Members.

1. Mr. G. Senthilkumar, Associate Professor / CSE ( Onsite of Telemedicine, SRMCH)

2. Mr. A.N. Sasikumar, Assistant Professor Gr1 / CSE (Onsite of Telemedicine, SRMCH)

3. Mrs. M.S. Vinmathi, Associate Professor / CSE ( attended through MSTeam online)

4. Mrs. AnithMoses, Associate Professor / CSE ( attended through MSTeam online)

The session was started at 10.30 am with Introduction of our  Professor and HOD Dr. S. Murugavalli, 

Phd., & Dr. L. Jaba Sheela, Phd., Professor attending through MSTeam. The First 45 Minutes the 

Guest Speaker Dr. Sathishkumar, Head, Telemedicine Department, SRMCH is presenting to the all 

students of 3rd Year CSE students(301 students attending).

Next 30 Minutes interaction with students. After Next 45 Minutes virtual visit to all the  units of 

telemedicine department which it is explained & lively shown by Dr. Sathish kumar. Overall this 

experience with Dr. Sathishkumar & Team(Rajkumar) done well in organized manner. And the entire 

session & visit was Very Good & Informative.

Dr. Sathish Kumar, Head, Telemedicine Department, SRMCH, 

Chennai Presenting Seminar on “Telemedicine in SRMCH & its use in present scenario”



Dr. Sathish Kumar, Head, Telemedicine Department, SRMCH, 

Chennai Showing Units & Process of Telemedicine Department



25th July 2020   Entrepreneurial Development program for youth was 

conducted by Bharatiya Yuva Shakthi Trust

Chief Guest: Dr.L.Vijay, Principal, S.A. Engineering College. 

Chairman of    Entrepreneur identification Committee. 91 Students



26th July 2020 (3 PM to 4.30 PM) JUGAAD Innovations was 

conducted by ICFAI Business School, Chennai 

Chief Guest: Bharathi S Gopal Icfai Business School, Banglore 100 students



STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS

Success is not measured by what you accomplish but by the 

opposition you have encountered and courage with which you have 

maintained the struggle against overwhelming odds. Happiness lies in 

the joy of achievement and the thrill of creative effort. CSE students 

have bought many glory to this department by winning every event 

they participate.



JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS

Ÿ 1. BALUMURI AMRUTHA , SANA RUSHITHA REDDY, 

USIRIKE SWETHA REDDY  IV year published a paper title” 

Human activity recognition using generative adversarial network” 

International Journal of Engineering science and Computing 

(IJESC)-Volume 8 Issue No. 08 , August 2021,   ISSN 2349-5162 , 

pg: 90 – 93.

Ÿ 2. MADDINA SIREESHA, HARSHITHA P IV year published a 

paper title “Prediction of COVID 19 Using Supervised Machine 

Learning Algorithms”   International Journal of Creative Research 

Thoughts  Volume 9, Issue 5 May 2021 | ISSN: 2320-2882. Page no 

a48 to a51.

Ÿ 3. DHARSHINI A, HEMAMALINI R, JAYASHREE  IV year 

published a paper title  “Ship Detection on High-Resolution Remote 

Sensing Image via Scene Using Mask R-CNN”  Journal of 

Emerging Technologies and Innovative Research.

Ÿ 4. KAVITHA V, KUSHMASRI V, LAVANYA   IV year published a 

paper title  “IOT based monitoring system for coal mining 

environment using Li-Fi.”  International Journal for Research in 

Applied Science &Engineering Technology (IJRASET)

Ÿ ISSN : 2321-9653,VOLUME : 9 ISSUE : May 2021.

Ÿ 5. MADHAVAN S, MANISH R, RAHULRAJU T S   IV year 

published a paper title ”Secure Online Payment using Proxy and 

Facial Recognition”    Journal of Emerging Technologies and 

Innovative Research (JETIR)   April 2021, Volume 8, Issue .4.



PROJECT EXPO

1.  SONIYA, SOPHIYA GRACE LYDIA, VISHNU PRIYA got the first 

price in project expo title of brailo phone integrated communication 

software for visually challenged and hearing impaired. Patent also 

granted. patent number : 2O21102464, dated 23rd June.

2.  NAFEES ABBAS J, NARESH D, SALMAN KHAN S got third prize in 

Project expo'-21 College bus tracking hybrid app using advanced 

Google cloud services and iot. Copyright Registered - Register No: 

sw.14699/2021

3.  PREETHI, SHANMUGAM MITHRA, SANGAVI PRIYA done the 

project title of smart energy monitoring application and the project was 

selected as the best project of the year 20-21.

4.  MOHANAVEL R, PIYUSH CHOUHAN M, KEDAR R done the 

project title of Reconstructing Perceived images from Human Brain 

Activities using TWIN DEEP NEURAL NETWORK and the project 

was selected as the best project of the year 20-21.

5.  JENNISHA, CHRISTINA MARTIN, SIVASANKARI R, SAKTHI R V 

done the project title of 3D POINT CLOUD CLASSIFICATION 

USING DEEP LEARNING and the project selected best project of 

the year 20-21.



CAMPUS RECRUITMENT

LIST OF CANDIDATES SELECTED 
THROUGH CAMPUS RECRUITMENT - 2020 - 2021

AJAY KUMAR R

ANBARAZSI T

BENETA GETZIE M

DEEPIKA P

JOHN JOSEPH Z

LAVANYA V

MANISH R

MOHANAVEL R

MOHAN VAMSI A

NIRANJANA B

NISHANT BHUSHAN C

NIVEDHITAA RAVICHANDRAN

POOJA K

RAHUL RAJU T S

SANTHOSH P

AJAY KUMAR R

ANBARAZSI T

BENETA GETZIE M

DEEPIKA P

JOHN JOSEPH Z

ACCENTURE

LAVANYA V

MANISH R

MOHANAVEL R

MOHAN VAMSI A

NIRANJANA B

NISHANT BHUSHAN C

NIVEDHITAA RAVICHANDRAN

POOJA K

RAHUL RAJU T S

SANTHOSH P



Tata Consultancy Services

ABISHEK R 

ANBARAZSI T 

BALAJI R 

BASAVARAJU BHAVAN KUMAR 

DEEPIKA P 

HARINI B 

HARITHAA S 

IMMANUEL SANJAY J 

JAYALAKSHMI S 

JOTHIKA B 

KIRUTHIKA M 

LAVANYA T (05-08-1999) 

MANISH R 

MOHANAVEL R 

MONISHA V 

NIRANJANA B 

PARANTHAMAN K 

PAVITHRA D 

PIYUSH CHOUHAN M 

POOJA H 

PRASANNA VENKATESAN A 

PRATISHA B 

PRAVEEN K 

RAHUL ARAVIND T 

RAJESHKUMAR K 

SANGGAMI R 

SARAVANA KUMAR S 

SHANMUGAM MITHRA 

SUDHARSAN K 

ABISHEK R 

ANBARAZSI T 

BALAJI R 

BASAVARAJU BHAVAN KUMAR 

DEEPIKA P 

HARINI B 

HARITHAA S 

IMMANUEL SANJAY J 

JAYALAKSHMI S 

JOTHIKA B 

KIRUTHIKA M 



CTS
LAVANYA T (05-08-1999) 

MANISH R 

MOHANAVEL R 

MONISHA V 

NIRANJANA B 

PARANTHAMAN K 

PAVITHRA D 

PIYUSH CHOUHAN M 

POOJA H 

PRASANNA VENKATESAN A 

PRATISHA B 

PRAVEEN K 

RAHUL ARAVIND T 

RAJESHKUMAR K 

SANGGAMI R 

SARAVANA KUMAR S 

SHANMUGAM MITHRA 

SUDHARSAN K 

BALAJI R 

DEVIKA VINOD 

ELAMATHY S 

GAYATRI KP 

GULLAPALLI LAKSHMI SWARAJ 

GUNASEELAN K 

HARIKRISHNA M 

HARINI B 

HARITHAA S 

JAYALAKSHMI S 

KEDAR R 

KRITHIKAA K 

KUMARAN R 

LAVANYA T (05-08-1999) 

MANISH R 

MOHANAVEL R 

NISHANT BHUSHAN C 

NITHEESH KUMAR P 

PARTHEEBAN D 

PAVITHRA V 

PIYUSH CHOUHAN M 

POOJA H 



RIDU VARSHINI N 

SAI ASHWIN D 

SALMAN KHAN S 

SHANMATHI S 

SOPHIA GRACE LYDIA D 

SUDHARSAN K 

VOLETI REVANTH 

RIYAZ UDEEN S 

BALAJI R 

DEVIKA VINOD 

ELAMATHY S 

GAYATRI KP 

GULLAPALLI LAKSHMI SWARAJ 

GUNASEELAN K 

HARIKRISHNA M 

HARINI B 

HARITHAA S 

JAYALAKSHMI S 

KEDAR R 

KRITHIKAA K 

KUMARAN R 

LAVANYA T (05-08-1999) 

MANISH R 

MOHANAVEL R 

NISHANT BHUSHAN C 

NITHEESH KUMAR P 

PARTHEEBAN D 

PAVITHRA V 

PIYUSH CHOUHAN M 

POOJA H 

RIDU VARSHINI N 

SAI ASHWIN D 

SALMAN KHAN S 

SHANMATHI S 

SOPHIA GRACE LYDIA D 

SUDHARSAN K 

VOLETI REVANTH 

RIYAZ UDEEN S 



INFOSYS

AISHWARYA C 

AJAY KUMAR R 

ARUNA M 

BALAJI R 

BARATH SRIPAL G 

DEEPIKA P 

HARINI B 

JENNISHA CHRISTINA MARTIN 

JUDE MATHEW 

KAVITHA V 

KUMARAN R 

MADHUSRI V 

NIVEDHITAA RAVICHANDRAN 

PALAGIRI VAISHNAVI 

PARANTHAMAN K 

RAHURAMAN N 

SAI ASHWIN D 

SALMAN KHAN S 

SURENDAR G 

VISHNU PRIYA S 

AISHWARYA C 

AJAY KUMAR R 

ARUNA M 

BALAJI R 

BARATH SRIPAL G 

DEEPIKA P 

HARINI B 

JENNISHA CHRISTINA MARTIN 

JUDE MATHEW 

KAVITHA V 

KUMARAN R 

MADHUSRI V 

NIVEDHITAA RAVICHANDRAN 

PALAGIRI VAISHNAVI 

PARANTHAMAN K 

RAHURAMAN N 

SAI ASHWIN D 

SALMAN KHAN S 

SURENDAR G 

VISHNU PRIYA S 



ARTICLES

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

B.K.RASEGA
III CSE B

Natural language processing (NLP) is a subfield of linguistics, computer science and artificial intelligence 
concerned with the interactions between computers and human language, in particular how to program 
computers to process and analyze large amounts of natural language data. The goal is a computer capable of 
"understanding" the contents of documents, including the contextual nuances of the language within them. 
The technology can then accurately extract information and insights contained in the documents as well as 
categorize and organize the documents themselves.

Natural language processing has its roots in the 1950s. Already in 1950, Alan Turing published an article 
titled "Computing Machinery and Intelligence” which proposed what is now called the Turing test as a 
criterion of intelligence, though at the time that was not articulated as a problem separate from artificial 
intelligence. The proposed test includes a task that involves the automated interpretation and generation of 
natural language.

Human language is filled with ambiguities that make it incredibly difficult to write software that accurately 
determines the intended meaning of text or voice data. Homonyms, homophones, sarcasm, idioms, 
metaphors, grammar and usage exceptions, variations in sentence structure-these just a few of the 
irregularities of human language that take humans years to learn, but that programmers must teach natural 
language-driven applications to recognize and understand accurately from the start, if those applications are 
going to be useful.

Several NLP tasks break down human text and voice data in ways that help the computer make sense of what 
it's ingesting. Some of these tasks include the following:

· Speech recognition, also called speech-to-text, is the task of reliably converting voice data into text 
data. Speech recognition is required for any application that follows voice commands or answers 
spoken questions. What makes speech recognition especially challenging is the way people 
talk—quickly, slurring words together, with varying emphasis and intonation, in different accents, 
and often using incorrect grammar.

· Part of speech tagging, also called grammatical tagging, is the process of determining the part of 
speech of a particular word or piece of text based on its use and context. Part of speech identifies 
'make' as a verb in 'I can make a paper plane,' and as a noun in 'What make of car do you own?'

· Word sense disambiguation is the selection of the meaning of a word with multiple meanings  
through a process of semantic analysis that determine the word that makes the most sense in the 
given context. For example, word sense disambiguation helps distinguish the meaning of the verb 
'make' in 'make the grade' (achieve) vs. 'make a bet' (place).

· Named entity recognition, or NEM, identifies words or phrases as useful entities. NEM identifies 
'Kentucky' as a location or 'Fred' as a man's name.

· Co-reference resolution is the task of identifying if and when two words refer to the same entity. The 
most common example is determining the person or object to which a certain pronoun refers (e.g., 
'she' = 'Mary'), but it can also involve identifying a metaphor or an idiom in the text (e.g., an instance 
in which 'bear' isn't an animal but a large hairy person).

· Sentiment analysis attempts to extract subjective qualities—attitudes, emotions, sarcasm, confusion, 
suspicion—from text.

· Natural language generation is sometimes described as the opposite of speech recognition or speech-
to-text; it's the task of putting structured information into human language. 



NEURAL NETWORK

A neural network is a network or circuit of biological neurons,  or in a modern sense, an artificial 

neural network, composed of artificial neurons or nodes. Thus a neural network is either a 

biological neural network, made up of biological neurons, or an artificial neural network, for 

solving artificial intelligence (AI) problems. The connections of the biological neuron are 

modeled in artificial neural networks as weights between nodes. A positive weight reflects an 

excitatory connection, while negative values mean inhibitory connections. All inputs are 

modified by a weight and summed. This activity is referred to as a linear combination. Finally, an 

activation function controls the amplitude of the output. For example, an acceptable range of 

output is usually between 0 and 1, or it could be −1 and 1.

These artificial networks may be used for predictive modelling, adaptive control and applications 

where they can be trained via a dataset. Self-learning resulting from experience can occur within 

networks, which can derive conclusions from a complex and seemingly unrelated set of 

information. 

A biological neural network is composed of a group of chemically connected or functionally 

associated neurons. A single neuron may be connected to many other neurons and the total 

number of neurons and connections in a network may be extensive. Connections, called  

synapses, are usually formed from axons to dentrites, though dendrodentritic synapses and 

other connections are possible. Apart from the electrical signaling, there are other forms of 

signaling that arise from neurotransmitter diffusion.

Artificial intelligence, cognitive modeling, and neural networks are information processing 

paradigms inspired by the way biological neural systems process data. Artificial intelligence and 

cognitive modelling try to simulate some properties of biological neural networks. In the artificial 

intelligence field, artificial neural networks have been applied successfully to speech 

recognition, image analysis and adaptive control, in order to construct software agents (in 

computer and video games) or autonomous robots.

Historically, digital computers evolved from the von Neumann model, and operate via the 

execution of explicit instructions via access to memory by a number of processors. On the other 

hand, the origins of neural networks are based on efforts to model information processing in 

biological systems. Unlike the von Neumann model, neural network computing does not 

separate memory and processing.

Neural network theory has served both to better identify how the neurons in the brain function 

and to provide the basis for efforts to create artificial intelligence.

In more practical terms neural networks are non-linear statistical data modeling or decision 

making tools. They can be used to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs or 

to find patterns in data.

An artificial neural network involves a network of simple processing elements ( artificial neurons) 

which can exhibit complex global behavior, determined by the connections between the 

processing elements and element parameters. Artificial neurons were first proposed in 1943 by 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neural_network


L.RENUSRI
III CSE B

Warren McCulloch, a neurophysiologist, and Water Pitts, a logician, who first collaborated at the 

University of Chicago. 

One classical type of artificial neural network is the recurrent Hopfield network. 

The utility of artificial neural network models lies in the fact that they can be used to infer a 

function from observations and also to use it. Unsupervised neural networks can also be used to 

learn representations of the input that capture the salient characteristics of the input distribution, 

e.g., see the Boltzmann machine (1983), and more recently, deep learning algorithms, which 

can implicitly learn the distribution function of the observed data. Learning in neural networks is 

particularly useful in applications where the complexity of the data or task makes the design of 

such functions by hand impractical.



OCR - OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION

OCR (Optical Character Recognition). In other words, OCR systems transform a two-

dimensional image of text, that could contain machine printed or handwritten text from its 

image representation into machine-readable text. OCR as a process generally consists of 

several sub-processes to perform as accurately as possible. The sub processes are:

• Pre-processing of the Image
• Text Localization
• Character Segmentation
• Character Recognition
• Post Processing

The sub-processes in the list above of course can differ, but these are roughly steps 

needed to approach automatic character recognition. In OCR software, it’s main aim to 

identify and capture all the unique words using different languages from written text 

characters.

For almost two decades, optical character recognition systems have been widely used to 

provide automated text entry into computerized systems. Yet in all this time, conventional 

OCR systems (like zonal OCR) have never overcome their inability to read more than a 

handful of type fonts and page formats. Proportionally spaced type (which includes 

virtually all typeset copy), laser printer fonts, and even many non-proportional typewriter 

fonts, have remained beyond the reach of these systems. And as a result, conventional 

OCR has never achieved more than a marginal impact on the total number of documents 

needing conversion into digital form.  

Next-generation OCR engines deal with these problems mentioned above really good by 

utilizing the latest research in the area of deep learning. By leveraging the combination of 

deep models and huge datasets publicly available, models achieve state-of-the-art 

accuracies on given tasks. Nowadays it is also possible to generate synthetic data with 

different fonts using generative adversarial networks and few other generative 

approaches.

Optical Character Recognition remains a challenging problem when text occurs in 

unconstrained environments, like natural scenes, due to geometrical distortions, complex 

backgrounds, and diverse fonts. The technology still holds an immense potential due to the 

various use-cases of deep learning based OCR like

• building license plate readers
• digitizing invoices
• digitizing menus
• digitizing ID cards



Tesseract is an open-source text recognition (OCR) Engine, available under the Apache 

2.0 license. It can be used directly, or (for programmers) using an API to extract printed 

text from images. It supports a wide variety of languages. Tesseract doesn't have a built-in 

GUI, but there are several available from the 3rdParty page. Tesseract is compatible with 

many programming languages and frameworks through wrappers that can be found here. 

It can be used with the existing layout analysis to recognize text within a large document, 

or it can be used in conjunction with an external text detector to recognize text from an 

image of a single text line.

• Tesseract 4.00 includes a new neural network subsystem configured as a text line 

recognizer. It has its origins in OCRopus' Python-based LSTM implementation but has 

been redesigned for Tesseract in C++. The neural network system in Tesseract pre-dates 

TensorFlow but is compatible with it, as there is a network description language called 

Variable Graph Specification Language (VGSL), that is also available for TensorFlow.

• To recognize an image containing a single character, we typically use a 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Text of arbitrary length is a sequence of characters, 

and such problems are solved using RNNs and LSTM is a popular form of RNN. Read this 

post to learn more about LSTM.

SARJANA M I
III CSE B



IOMT - The Internet of Medical Things

The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is an amalgamation of medical devices and applications that are 
connected through networks. Internet of Things (IoT) plays a vital role in the field of healthcare. The 
development of smart sensors, smart devices, advanced lightweight communication protocols made 
the possibility of interconnecting medical things to monitor biomedical signals and diagnose the 
diseases of patients without human intervention and termed as Internet of Medical Things (IoMT). This 
paper portrays an overview of Internet of Medical Things based remote healthcare, tracking ingestible 
sensors, mobile health, smart hospitals, enhanced chronic disease treatment. However, the IoMT is far 
from being immune to security and privacy breaches due to the wide variety IoMT vendors and products 
available on the market as well as the massive number of devices transmitting sensitive medical data 
wirelessly to the cloud. The lack of security awareness among healthcare users (e.g., patients, medical 
staff) aggravates the deficiencies and can facilitate attacks that jeopardize the patients’ lives. 

 Therefore, ensuring the security and privacy of the 
IoMT becomes an urgent issue worthy of further 
investigation and resolution. Security cannot be planned 
for, managed, monitored, or controlled if it cannot be 
measured. However, security assessment poses 
problems for novice IoMT adopters when choosing 
security measures that are both sufficient and robust. 
Accordingly, we developed a web-based IoMT Security 
Assessment Framework (IoMT-SAF) based on a novel 
ontological scenario-based approach to recommend 
security features in IoMT and assess protection and 
deterrence in IoMT solutions. IoMT-SAF supports the 
selection of a solution that matches the stakeholder's 
security objectives and supports the decision-making 
process. The novelty of IoMT-SAF lies in its granularity, extensibility, as well as its ability to adapt to new 
stakeholders, and conformance to technology and medical standards.

For patients, medical professionals, researchers, and insurers, the IoMT is a vibrant force that enables 
a myriad of use cases such as remote medical assistance, data insights, drugs management, 
operations augmentation, tracking patients, staff, and inventory, and many others. Currently, one-third 
of IoT devices are found in health care.

An IoMT Security Assessment Framework (IoMT-SAF), a web application that is based on a novel 
ontological scenario-based approach to ensure security in IoMT solutions. IoMT-SAF recommends a 
detailed list of assessment attributes that covers necessary security measures. This enables IoMT 
adopters to choose and enforce security in IoMT solutions based on their 
security objectives, which differ depending on the scenario. 
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REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcement learning (RL) is an area of machine learning concerned with how intelligent agents ought to 
take actions in an environment in order to maximize the notion of cumulative reward. Reinforcement learning 
is one of three basic machine learning paradigms, alongside supervised learning and unsupervised 
learning.

Reinforcement learning differs from supervised learning in not needing labelled input/output pairs be 
presented, and in not needing sub-optimal actions to be explicitly corrected. Instead the focus is on finding a 
balance between exploration (of uncharted territory) and exploitation (of current knowledge).[1] Partially 
supervised RL algorithms can combine the advantages of supervised and RL algorithms.

The environment is typically stated in the form of a Markov decision process (MDP), because many 
reinforcement learning algorithms for this context use dynamic programming techniques.[3] The main 
difference between the classical dynamic programming methods and reinforcement learning algorithms is 
that the latter do not assume knowledge of an exact mathematical model of the MDP and they target large 
MDPs where exact methods become infeasible.

The main challenge in reinforcement learning lays in preparing the simulation environment, which is highly 
dependent on the task to be performed. When the model has to go superhuman in Chess, Go or Atari games, 
preparing the simulation environment is relatively simple. When it comes to building a model capable of 
driving an autonomous car, building a realistic simulator is crucial before letting the car ride on the street. The 
model has to figure out how to brake or avoid a collision in a safe environment, where sacrificing even a 
thousand cars comes at a minimal cost. Transferring the model out of the training environment and into to the 
real world is where things get tricky.

Scaling and tweaking the neural network controlling the agent is another challenge. There is no way to 
communicate with the network other than through the system of rewards and penalties. This in particular 
may lead to catastrophic , where acquiring new knowledge causes some of the old to be erased from the 
network (to read up on this issue, see this paper, published during the International Conference on Machine 
Learning).

Yet another challenge is reaching a local optimum – that is the agent performs the task as it is, but not in the 
optimal or required way. A “jumper” jumping like a kangaroo instead of doing the thing that was expected of it-
walking-is a great example, and is also one that can be found in our recent blog post.

Finally, there are agents that will optimize the prize without performing the task it was designed for. An 
interesting example can be found in the Open AI video below, where the agent learned to gain rewards, but 
not to complete the race.

In fact, there should be no clear divide between machine learning, deep learning and reinforcement learning. 
It is like a parallelogram – rectangle – square relation, where machine learning is the broadest category and 
the deep reinforcement learning the narrowest one.

In the same way, reinforcement learning is a specialized application of machine 
and deep learning techniques, designed to solve problems in a particular way.
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DATA SCIENCE

Data science is the field of applying advanced analytics techniques and scientific 

principles to extract valuable information from data for business decision-making, 

strategic planning and other uses. It's increasingly critical to businesses: The insights that 

data science generates help organizations increase operational efficiency, identify new 

business opportunities and improve marketing and sales programs, among other benefits. 

Ultimately, they can lead to competitive advantages over business rivals. Data science 

incorporates various disciplines -- for example, data engineering, data preparation, data 

mining, predictive analytics, machine learning and data visualization, as well as statistics, 

mathematics and software programming. It's primarily done by skilled data scientists, 

although lower-level data analysts may also be involved. In addition, many organizations 

now rely partly on citizen data scientists, a group that can include business intelligence 

(BI) professionals, business analysts, data-savvy business users, data engineers and 

other workers who don't have a formal data science background.

Importance:

Data science plays an important role in virtually all aspects of business operations and 

strategies. For example, it provides information about customers that helps companies 

create stronger marketing campaigns and targeted advertising to increase product sales. 

It aids in managing financial risks, detecting fraudulent transactions and preventing 

equipment breakdowns in manufacturing plants and other industrial settings. It helps to 

block cyber attack and other security threats in IT systems.

Data science applications:

Common applications that data scientists engage in include predictive modelling, pattern 

recognition, anomaly detection, classification, categorization and sentiment analysis, as 

well as development of technologies such as recommendation engines, personalization 

systems and artificial intelligence (AI) tools like chat bots and autonomous vehicles and 

machines. Those applications drive a wide variety of use cases in organizations, including 

the following: customer analytics, fraud detection, risk management, stock trading, 

targeted advertising, website , personalization, customer service, predictive maintenance.

Challenges in data science:

Data science is inherently challenging because of the advanced nature of the analytics it 

involves. The vast amounts of data typically being analysed add to the complexity and 

increase the time it takes to complete projects. In addition, data scientists frequently work 

with pools of big data that may contain a variety of structured, unstructured and semi-

structured data, further complicating the analytics process. These hurdles are among the 

challenges faced by data science teams. One of the biggest challenges is eliminating bias 



in data sets and analytics applications. That includes issues with the underlying data itself 

and ones that data scientists unconsciously build into algorithms and predictive models. 

Such biases can skew analytics results if they aren't identified and addressed, creating 

flawed findings that lead to misguided business decisions. Even worse, they can have a 

harmful impact on groups of people -- for example, in the case of racial bias in AI systems.

Future:

As data science becomes even more prevalent in organizations, citizen data scientists are 

expected to take on a bigger role in the analytics process. In its 2020 Magic Quadrant 

report on data science and machine learning platforms, Gartner said the need to support a 

broad set of data science users is "increasingly the norm." One likely result is increased 

use of automated machine learning, including by skilled data scientists looking to 

streamline and accelerate their work.
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